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The American Toad  

This toad on lives in the garden beside our 
patio.  It comes up on our patio to eat ants 
and other insects it finds there.   
Along with its neighbours, it also comes up 
on the patio during heavy rain storms to 
stay safe from drowning or being washed 
away in a heavy deluge. 

The American toad is an amphibian that lives its adult life on land but must breed in water. 
Each spring adults will migrate from 50 m. to 5 Km. to return to the pond where they were 
born or a pond close by to lay their eggs. 
To attract a female the male inflates and deflates a pouch in its throat which passes air over 
its vocal chords producing a loud, high pitched call that can last for up to thirty seconds. 
When a female approaches the male will clasp her and cause her to lay her eggs and then 
he releases his sperm to fertilize them. 
Each female releases thousands of eggs that are encased in two gelatinous strings that are 
attached to plants in the water. 
Tadpoles hatch between 3 to 12 days and change to toads in 50-65 days. 
Mortality of eggs and tadpoles is high but still many do change into tiny toads which 
migrate away from the pond to find a place to live and grow into an adult.  



What the h _ _ l is all 
that noise!!!!!!!!!! 

Can’t a lady get some 
peace and quite??? 

On April 10, 2021 the goose starts to incubate her eggs.   
However she is not the only one who is using this pond as an ideal place for eggs! 



I’m pulling my head 
into my shell to cover 

my ears! 

Mom. what 
is that 
noise? 

Toads, dear, they 
have come to 

breed.  The noise 
is the males calling 

the females! 

toads 



Turn you speakers on full.  Click on the link below.  Watch for 
the males with their throat pouches expanded and listen to 
their high pitched calls.  Look for interactions between pairs.  
This video shows only a small part of the pond.  The whole 
pond was full with perhaps 50 to 100 toads. 

http://auzins.ca/images/Toads1.mp4 

http://auzins.ca/images/Toads1.mp4


Click on the link below.  Again watch for the interaction 
between the toads and the high pitched calls of the males.  
You will also here the loud calls of the male red winged 
blackbirds.  These birds have come here to nest.  The goose is 
happy they won’t use her island – the hay field is what they 
like. 

http://auzins.ca/images/Toads2.mp4 

http://auzins.ca/images/Toads2.mp4


The goose gets her wish.  In a few days the 
toads are gone.  

 
Will we see tadpoles swimming in the 

pond? 
 

Will more adventures befall the goose and 
gander? 

 
STAY TUNED FOR MORE  

“TALL TALES FROM THE POND” 


